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Next Run 2123
Date:

27th July 2019

Time:

Hare:

Mudguard

Co Hare:

Run
Site:

Carine Guide Hall, Head West on Beach Rd, left into Duffy, right into
Monash to end.

Grub:

Yes.

6:00pm
Theme:

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Disgraceful or Pole Polisher
Upcumming Runs
Contact the On Sec: Sir Kumsize hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

RADS @ Webber Reserve, Willagee
Preamble:
A very unhurried , setting up by RADS with Tampax’s assistance as 29 men of Hamersley gathered for what
RADS claimed the best run of the year. The RA called us to order, the GM mounted the crate and RADS
further claimed the virtue of the run saying there was as many drink stops as garden taps and there will be a
piss stop he then set us off in an easterly direction.
The Run:
The trail started out following Hodge St then running into Bawdan
St. After a small false trail it was down Lodwick St and into Clause
St hitting Winnacott Reserve, some confusion before heading south
skirting the southern end of the reserve to hang a right at Worley
St did a bit of 360 near the IGA before shooting down Denien St to
turn right at Wheyland St. Kept due south doglegging on to Greig St
to turn right again at Butler St, a long stretch broken up by some
false trails to turn right at Harmony Park. Turning left at Archibald
and left again at Race St, turning right at Patti St until the trail got
to Garling St. Heading west and turning left into the industrial area
with a few checks and false trails before emerging from the area by
Keegan St crossing Garling St and running north coming on to Stock
Rd and at Boon St the On Home was sited.
Circle Up & Visitors/Returniks:
ELF and Rooted welcomed back as our returniks.
General Business:
Kazi thought it prudent to tell us that when Donka hit Broome, an earthquake happened. Spud mentioned the
Bali trip, happy to make it a Rotto on Bali, November 1st to the 3rd, Email Spud for further details.

Charges:
MauSei found some Hamersley “documents” pertaining to the RA just lying in the car park, Tampax owned up
his raincoat pocket must have malfunctioned and took the charge. Cookie was upset that the hares built up
his hopes of a drink mid way, but, alas, the stop was a “piss stop” directing the thirsty runners to a public
restroom, Cookie thought this was the worst of humour, even with Sheep Thrills schooling our distressed
runner that it was the best of toilet humour, in the end Sheep Thrills took the charge. Spud brought out
Ampol because he busted the prick appearing to take notes during the circle which means he has no
confidence in the accuracy of the On Sec’s note taking, Ampol cleared up the matter by explaining that
because of Screwdriver arriving late, he was catching up on important Historian business, Screwdriver copped
the charge for causing such discord. MauSie had a go at his best mate (what a wanker), for telling hashers that
Disgraceful was present when he was not, all Mullet could say is he must have mistaken our GM as the absent
hashman. Sheep Thrills was found to be wearing “office” shoes which were new shoes, he ate a chilli rather
than have his nice new shoes smelling of beer.
ARSE Report:
Gasman gets back on the crate and let's the cunts know seeing it is a chilly night, they don't need to sit on the
ice if they don't want too, they have an alternative. The fat cunt pulls out a pack of chillies, “you can have a
chilly arsehole or a chilli gob ya cunts,” our esteemed advisor announced. Word of the week, the clue is his
mate TAGG. “Ice or chilli cunt?” the RA questioned, TAGG wisely doesn't trust Storm Boy after another chilli
incident at Leach’s place at a SOP run and takes the ice. “famelicose” is the word, none of the cunts have a
clue. After much hinting Kazi gets close enough to earn a trump card, it means someone who is always hungry
or always eating. Slow down Tagg or you'll end up like Gassy. On this day, a medical discovery in 1941,
Screwdriver immediately jumps in with Penicillin. Only some cunt with as many trips to the pox doctor as him
would be that familiar, a boong egg for the infected cunt. Sports reports: Cookie called out, we reckon if he
had one point to make, it should have been done at OPTUS stadium and not here, MauSei comes out to tell us
about the cricket. Reckons he hasn't seen that much cheating and foul play since that lawn bowler Chappel
cunt in ‘81. Don't worry mate, we'll give you a cup to drink out of ‘cos you still don't have one in NZ.
Sheep Thrills gets the dummy spit award after a combined effort from last week and this week. His sooking
about his new shoes saved Kazi or Cookie getting it. Random spinners are started with Brave Fart, he spins
hare on ice. RADS takes a chilli, says it isn't hot but the RA notices he leaves half, RADS spins hares choice and
picks Kazi. Dumb cunt sits on ice, the RA only gave him a trump 10 minutes ago. Elf spins himself a trump.
WOW:
Coops as a carry over, Coops nominated Tampax for no strings attached to his trump cards and boong eggs,
he nominated MauSei for not hanging on to such “valuable” RA documentation citing that they could have
been to his advantage in future so MauSei must be a dumb wanker, He also nominated Kazi along with
MauSei for fucking up their down down songs. Cookie pointed out to the RA Sheep Thrills had vandalised the
run site and wrote his name in the concrete. Sheep Thrills wasn't going to cop this and pointed out it couldn't
be him as it said “Shep”. R.A said “come out ya cunt, we never thought ya could spell anyway, at least
Arseholio can get his own name right, ... sometimes”. It's put to the vote, the RA has to get them to vote a
couple times to get it right, but the boys yelled loudest for “Shep” AKA “Sheepy”, AKA Sheep Thrills who gets
a H4 shirt to replace that office shit.
H4 Honours: Tonight we Congratulate:
Precious and Mr Potatohead for doing the Splash tonight.
Jokes:
RADS told some as part of the act.
Run Report:
Coops reported that he was ahead of Cookie which is always a good thing, he was loathe to say, it was a good
run despite the confusion and the miscommunication of what kind of stop was on the run, he gave it 9 and a
bit out of 10.

Ice:
Tagg as the word clue, RADS ate a chilli instead of taking a cold seat. Kazi victim of a random spin.
Next Week’s Run:
Mudguard, Carine Guide Hall.
Next week’s van driver:
Rooted
Hares Act:
A humerous talk by RADS, which will appear in the annual.
Song:
Rooted led us in Australia’s Hash
H4 Hashhouse:
Spagetti and meat balls.
ON ON Sir Kumsize

Mel Adjusted / Sir Kumsize 35/52
Note:
Duties of the Hare, extracted from “Guide to Hares”
“The hares are to assist with setting up the equipment: barbeque, tables, crates, generator, lighting, flags etc,
under the direction of the Hash Splash.”
“The hares are responsible in the cleaning up of the site. The hares must also make sure that the barbeque,
tables and any other equipment used on the night is cleaned up and packed back into the Van before they
leave the site.”

ON ON
H4 hosted, Close To Your Heart Run

H4 Black Tie, Cocktail Sundowner

1st of October 2019

13th December 2019

Trinidad & Tobago 2020
24 -26 April 2020

Your Hash event here
Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

